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Abstract—This paper describes an approach aiming to au-
tomatically transform a model describing a high level physical
behavior model into two different optimized building energy man-
agement application models. The first step consists in building a
hinge model composed of element models. Then based on MDE
approach, this model is projected, according to transformation
processes, to application models. This paper presents core spec-
ifications of manipulation and transformation of hinge model.
To illustrate this approach, an example of transformation into
both an acausal anticipative model based on mixed integer linear
programming problem and a non-linear causal model for fast
simulated annealing optimization are shown. These models are
used for energy management of a smart building platform named
PREDIS/MHI.

Index Terms—Energy management, MDE, MDA, building,
optimization, simulated annealing,MILP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the reduction of electric consumption in home
and building is the most important challenge of researchers
in energy management field. Indeed, this sector represents a
main portion of electrical consumption in developed countries,
about 63% in France [1] for example, and it continuously
increases. In this context, researchers developed continuously
BEMS [2] such as G-homeTech [3] or an automation model for
the BEMS proposed by [4]. These works have the same goal:
minimizing the daily electrical consumption while maintaining
the occupant comfort. Nevertheless a full feature Building
Energy Management System reuses a system model for dif-
ferent applications such as different kinds of optimization
(anticipative and reactive management, parameter estimation
for instance). Basically, each application requires specific
formalism and information therefore it is necessary to rewrite
a initial physical behavior model to obtain application models.
This rewriting process must be performed as much as the num-
ber of applications required by the BEMS. Consequently, this
task can represent a significant work and possibly a source of
error if it is done by hand. In order to automatize this process,
the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [5] approach seems to
be an appropriate solution. The MDE approach is a software
development methodology aiming to build, manipulate and
transform models. Its main objective is to reduce the software
production cost by reusing standardized models and increasing

their flexibility to deal with computer technology evolutions.
This methodology is largely implemented in object oriented
modeling which represents 50% of developed software from
2002 to 2007 [6]. The first implementation of MDE approach
for BEMS has been was developed by Warkozek [7] dealing
with optimization application. This work proposed a method
to automatically project an optimization problem to different
resolution solvers. In order to extend this method, this paper
presents a method consisting in applying MDE approach to
automatically manipulate and transform an initial physical
behavior model to application models in building energy
management. This method is illustrated by two applications
involved by the G-homeTech BEMS which are:

• Application of optimized anticipative plan in order to
propose to occupants the best appliances and envelope
configurations that optimize the compromise comfort/cost
for next 24 hours. Because of its complexity, this appli-
cation requires a linear model because it uses Mixed-
Integer Linear Programming (MILP). It means that an
initial physical behavior model has to be time-discretized,
linearized and application specific elements has to be
added.

• Application of fast non-linear optimization to take into
account modifications by occupants of MILP energy
management plan during an interaction process. Based
on the simulated annealing algorithm, this application
is initialized with the values computed by the MILP
algorithm to quickly find the feasible values. The main
objective of this application is to satisfy occupant updated
constraints. In this case, the required model can be
nonlinear but it has to be causal ordered and application
specific elements has also to be added. It is detailed in
section II

II. PRESENTATION OF STUDY CASE : PLATFORM
PREDIS/MHI

The platform PREDIS/MHI located in Grenoble, France, is
used as an application example.

The ”Monitoring and Habitat Intelligent” PREDIS platform
is a research platform for company and academic researchers
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Fig. 1: Overview of PREDIS platform

working on energy management. This platform is a office low
consumption building highly instrumented where most of the
energy flows are measured using different sensor technologies.
The structure of this platform is given by figure 1. For the
sake of clarity, this paper focuses on the classroom zone that
is equipped with computers for students and a heating and
ventilation system containing:

• a heat recovery ventilation exchanger (HRV) with a
efficiency of around 50%

• a hot water/air heat exchanger with hot water produced
by a fuel oil boiler

This zone is surrounded by an office that shares 39% of
renewed air from the HRV system with the classroom, a space
over the ceiling, a corridor and a downstair.

The physical behavior model of this zone is composed of:
• an Air Treatment Unit model:

AirF low = coef×QAir (1)
PairTreatementUnit = Pventilation + Pheating (2)

• a Thermal balance model:

PhiTotal = PhiSun + Pheating + PhiOccup (3)

• a Thermal Comfort model distinguishing whether there
is someone or not in the classroom:

If presence = 1 : (4)
Tfelt < Tpref ⇒ sigmaincomfort =

1/(Tpref − Tmax)× Tfelt − Tpref/(Tpref − Tmax)

Tfelt >= Tpref ⇒ sigmaincomfort = (5)

1/(Tmax − Tpref)× Tfelt − Tpref/(Tmax − Tpref)

If presence = 0 : sigmaincomfort = 0 (6)

Tfelt <= Tmaxabsence

Tfelt >= Tminabsence

• a CO2 Zone model:
d

dt
CInCO2

= QBreath × occupancy (7)

× (CBreath − CInCO2
)/VolZone

+ AirFlow× (COutCO2 − CInCO2
)/VolZone

• a CO2 Comfort model:

sigmaCO2
= (CCO2 − Cfav)/(Cmax − Cfav) (8)

• a Thermal Zone model:

RVentilation = 1/((1− efficiency)× CpAir (9)
× rhoAir × AirFlow)

REq = 1/(1/(RVentilation +Rw)+ (10)∑
(1/R[neighborhood]))

d

dt
Tw = −1/(REq × Cw)× Tw + 1/((RVentilation

(11)

+Rw)× Cw)× Tout +
∑

(T [neighborhood]/

(R[neighborhood]× Cw)) +RVentilation × Phitotal/

(Cw × (RVentilation +Rw))

TIn = RVentilation × Tw/(RVentilation +Rw) (12)
+Rw/(RVentilation +Rw)× TOut+

RVentilation ×REq × Phitotal/(RVentilation +Rw)

• and finally, the total power consumption model:

Ptotal = PairTreatementUnit + Plighting + Pcomputer (13)
Totalcost = Ptotal × PricePerKwh (14)

These models describe only the physics of PREDIS/MHI but
they lack a lot of specific information depending on type of
application. In this paper, the applications specific information
needed for the both cases considered are:

• For the MILP optimization leading to an anticipative
plan, the initial physical behavior model needs some
transformations:
– time discretization and ordinary differential equation

(ODE) transformations
– addition of constraint objective to be minimized
– restriction of value domain of some variables
– simplification and linearisation of constraints to be

solvable by a MILP algorithm
• For the computation of fast non-linear optimization, the

initial physical behavior model needs:
– a causal ordering to identify inputs and outputs to get

a simulable model
– specific elements such as the set of values computed

by MILP algorithm and the constraint objective to be
minimized or maximized

Each application needs a different model transformation pro-
cess. Initially, these two application models should be rewritten
manually which is representing an significant work. The main
purpose of this paper is to present a method to firstly build
a high level hinge model thanks to a manipulation process,
then secondly to get application models by applying different
transformations to reduce as much as possible the rewriting
process duration.
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III. PROPOSED APPROACH TO TRANSFORM
MODEL FROM AN APPLICATION TO ANOTHER

A. Concept of MDE

The MDE approach aims to separate the models based
on company know-how and those related to software im-
plementations in order to maintain the sustainability of the
company know-how in spite of the changes of development
environment [8]. To do this, it is necessary firstly to define
Platform Independent Models (PIM), technically independent
from execution platform and it enables the automatic gener-
ation of a set of Platform Specic Models (PSM) afterwards.
Based on MDE approach, the realization layer architecture of
this approach could be decomposed into 3 + 1 levels [9]. The
two notions PSM and PIM are corresponding respectively to
the level M0 and M1. Shortly, the signification of each level
is:

• level M0 is the real system that contains executable object
• level M1 is the model that represents the system
• level M2 is the metamodel of the M1 and one of the

well-know metamodel is the UML
• level M3 is the metametamodel of the M2 and this level

is usually known under the name Model Object Facility
(MOF) [10]

The main objective of this approach is to be able to perform
transformation between models. Basically, a transformation
model-to-model is performed thanks to transformation rules
that consists in transforming a set of input models to ap-
plication models. The classification of model transformation
approaches is presented in [11].

B. Concept of hinge model

This approach is well suited to model transformations in
building energy management. To generate different application
models, it is necessary to have a neutral formalism, de-
noted hinge model, that describes the application independent
physical behavior of a system and it has not any link to a
given application. In the MDE architecture, this hinge model
must be in the level M1. To transform a hinge model into
application models, it is necessary to define all requirements
of each application. Then a set of transformation rules will be
defined to be fit with application need. The adaptation can be
summarized as follows:

• manipulate to build a hinge model, equivalent to a PIM,
independently of application (in level M1)

• select a type of application
• define a set of meta transformation rules (in level M2)
• transform a hinge model to application model with help

of the set of transformation rules corresponding (in level
M1)

Let’s focus on manipulation and transformation rules to get
and to transform a hinge model.

Firstly, suppose that only the consumption and the air flows
of the air treatment unit for the classroom are modelled. It is

given by equations 1 and 2. Consider now the addition of the
office zone in the previous model, this leads to a new model:

classroom.AirFlow = classroom.coef× classroom.QAir
(15)

office.AirFlow = office.coef× office.QAir (16)
PairTreatementUnit = Pventilation + Pheating (17)

Although the rewriting process is not significant for this ex-
ample, it is for others models like the thermal zone model that
contains much more constraints to rewrite if both classroom
and office zones are modelled. To facilitate this task, a solution
is to compose the hinge model of element models, denote EM.
An EM can be itself a set of EM describing the behavior of
a component in the system, it is modelled by a triplet:

EM = (V,C,P) (18)

where
• V represents a set of variables intervening in C. Each

variable is represented by a name and by a value domain.
• C represents a set of constraints describing for instance

the behavior of appliance, occupant requirement or differ-
ent flows. In order to build a neutral formalism without
any link to a given application, all kinds of constraint
must be taken into account. Therefore, constraints could
be equalities or inequalities with acausal logical operator
as well as ODE.

• P represents a set of parameters.
A hinge model is composed step by step by adding required
EM. This solution sharply facilitates the hinge model
construction of system designer because instead of building a
unique model containing all of the needed constraints, he can
compose component blocs by composing different EM and
these blocs can possibly be reused afterwards to get bigger
ones and so on before they are used for building a hinge model.

Definition 1: A composition contains several EM that
describes a application independent behavior of a sub-system.

Definition 2: A hinge model is a recursive composition of
EM that describes a application independent behavior of a
system.

In order for a hinge model to be transformable into application
models, appropriate manipulations described in sub-section
III-C are required.

C. Manipulation rules of hinge model

An important manipulation step of hinge model is the
composition. The objective of composition is to encourage
the reusability of EM and making hinge model construction
more modular. A composition can be applied for a set of
EM, a set of compositions of EM or a set of compositions
of compositions and so on. Moreover, recursive compositions
can be performed unlimitedly to get bigger compositions that
leads to the problem of reusability of EM. To illustrate this
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problem, consider now the thermal zone model given by (9)
to (12). This model is valid for the classroom,the office, the
corridor and also the space because it is a general model for
a thermal zone. So, if the hinge model of thermal zone is
modelled for these four zones, the EM of the thermal zone
has to be used four times. However, it would be impossible
afterwards to know which constraint belongs to which zone,
especially when variables and parameters of neighbourhood
zone need to be initialized. To avoid this problem, a
composition is necessary performed with specialized EM.
Based on the notion of specialization of Modelica [12], the
specialization of an EM consists in adding a prefix each time
it is used. For example classroom.ThermalZone is not the
same as office.ThermalZone and each variable in thermal
zone model is specialized as well with corresponding prefix
for making it unique (the variable classromm.AirFlow is not
the same as office.AirFlow). The more specialized an EM is
for composition process, the more specific it is.

Nevertheless, a composition in general does not require
specialization. Indeed, the specialization step can make an
element unique in a composition but composed component
models are independent. Without connection step for
connecting component models between them, the hinge
model can not describe the physical behavior model of
the whole system. Links between EM are made by adding
connection constraints specifying that a given variable is
the same as an another variable (PairTreatementUnit in (13)
= PairTreatementUnit in (2) for example). These connection
constraints are added into compositions of components to
make sure that they produce the same result as a manual
model construction.

Consider now equation (9) where the variable rhoAir

represents the density of air and it can initially be set
to 1, 184 for any type of applications. So the second
manipulation is the restriction of some variables by a value.

Finally, the result of the final composition with restrictions
of variables and connection constraints forms the hinge model.
Consequently, there may be possible simplifications of con-
straints that can be computed to get simpler hinge model
afterwards.
The set of manipulation rules is respectively summarized by:

• composition of EM
– specialization of EM
– adding connections between variables

• restriction of variables
• simplification (variables and constraints)

This manipulation process could be schematized as in the
figure 2. A system hinge model is the application independent
model of a system without any link to a given application.
The next step consists in transforming this hinge model into
application models and it is described in section III-D.

Fig. 2: Schema of model manipulation process

D. Transformation rules of Hinge Model

In this study case, each application requires a particular
model with possibly specific information. This problem is
essentially due to the nature of application solvers. Indeed,
a MILP solver is used for computing the anticipative plan
and a non-linear (Linearization increases the number of vari-
ables) solver is used for fast simulated annealing optimization
application. This difference conducts to different required
transformation rules to get application model. However, it is
important to note that there are some transformation rules
common to several application models like value domain
restriction rule. Indeed, consider now the Air Treatment Unit
model where the variable Rw in the thermal zone model can
be set to 5.35e−4 for both application models. It means that
the reusability aspect of transformation rules has to be taken
in account, therefore it is more interesting to build a common
set of transformation rules for all kinds of application model
transformations. To automatize this task, it is preferable to use
a projector for anticipative plan and another for fast nonlinear
optimization application. These projectors are carried out by
sets of meta transformation rules which are initialized in
level M2 to define the transformation rules. This process is
schematized by figure 3.

During this process, information inside hinge model are
little by little more explicit after each transformation rule. The
time is discretized by multiplying variables and constraints,
linearisation patterns are applied for MILP optimization but
the time and ODE are continuous, constraints can stay non-
linear for the fast simulated annealing optimization. These
different transformation rules are detailed in section IV

IV. APPLICATION OF PROPOSED METHOD TO
PREDIS/MHI

This section aims at presenting the manipulation of the PRE-
DIS/MHI to build a hinge model for the classroom. Different
transformations are performed to get optimized anticipative
plan model and fast simulated annealing optimization model.

A. Software implementation of the proposed method

A prototype software has been developed for this study
case for validating the proposed method. It is realized in Java
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Fig. 3: Schema of model transformation process

Fig. 4: Software architecture

language and each manipulation and transformation rule is a
Java class. The software architecture is given by figure 4.

Element models of PREDIS/MHI, see section II, are repre-
sented in textual description files. Thanks to GIAC symbolic
mathematical system developed by Bernard [13], each con-
straint is represented as a n-ary tree. Different variables inside
this constraint are detected and memorized under different
symbols. A variable is represented by a name and a value
domain. After the parsing process, a EM is represented by a
set of n-ary trees that facilitate the manipulation and the trans-
formation by the software. Consider now the representation of
the CO2 zone model, its n-ary tree representation is given by
figure 5.

Based on this EM binary representation and GIAC API as a
symbolic expression manipulator, manipulation transformation
process are performed. In this study case, the different devel-

Fig. 5: CO2 Zone model n-ary tree representation

Manipulations of Hinge Model Transformations of Hinge Model
into Application Models

Prefixing variables Time discretization & ODE implementation
Adding connection constraints Causal ordering

Value domain restriction Value domain restriction
Simplification Adding application specific information

Simplification
Linearisation(additional constraints and variables)

TABLE I: Different implemented rules

oped classes for these two process are summarized in table 1.

B. Manipulation of the PREDIS/MHI to build a hinge model

Hinge model manipulation requires firstly the composition.
In order to facilitate the PREDIS/MHI hinge model construc-
tion, different EM are composed to get bigger sub-systems
which are:

• the CO2 system is composed of a CO2 zone model and
a CO2 comfort model

• the thermal system is composed of a Thermal Zone model
and a Thermal Comfort model

To perform the composition, a class has been developed that
calls 3 model manipulation classes:

• the class of specialization requires 3 elements: the key-
word Specialize, one model and one prefix.

• the class of connection requires 2 elements: the keyword
Connect and the connection constraint that specifies a
given variable is the same as another.

• the class of restriction requires 2 elements: the keyword
Restrict and the affectation constraint that specifies a
given variable is set to a value.

Let’s focus on for instance how the CO2 system is
composed. The textual description input of this composition
is:
Name : CO2System
Specialize : CO2Comfort;CO2Comfort.
Specialize : CO2Zone;CO2Zone.
Connect: CO2Comfort.CO2 = CO2Zone.CInC02

Firstly, the specialization class selects the indicated binary
EM, then it calls a recursive process interacting with Giac API
to add the corresponding prefix to each variable. The binary
representation of CO2 zone model after the specialization
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Fig. 6: CO2 Zone binary model after the specialization process

process is given by figure 6.

Initially, there are two possible solutions to take into
account a connection constraint, the first one is to add a new
constraint (variable A = variable B) into the EM composition.
However, this solution increases the number of constraints of
hinge model and it is not efficient when there are a lot of
connection constraints. The remained solution is to directly
replace a variable in the corresponding binary constraint by
an another one. In this case, the connection class calls a
replace process to replace the variable CO2Zone.CInCO2

by
the variable CO2Comfort.CO2. Replace process is also called
by the restriction class to change a symbolic variable to a
numeric value.

The final composition to build the PREDIS/MHI hinge
model is :
Name: PREDIS/MHI hinge model
Specialize : C02System;C02.
Specialize : ThermalSystem;Thermal.
Specialize : ThermalBalance;ThermalBalance.
Specialize : AirTreatementUnit;AirUnit.
Specialize : PowerConsumption;Power.
Connect: AirUnit.AirFlow = Thermal.ThermalZone.AirFlow
Connect: AirUnit.PairTreatmentUnit = Power.PairTreatmentUnit

Connect: ThermalBalance.Pheating = AirUnit.Pheating

Then this hinge model is simplified thanks to simplify
function provided by Giac API before being transformed into
application models. Without entering in the details of each
transformation rules (some of them are same as those used
during manipulation step), it is interesting to develop the
specific ones for each kind of applications. Therefore the
transformation rules: time discretization & ODE implemen-
tation, linearization are developed for getting the optimized
anticipative plan model and causal ordering for getting fast
simulated annealing optimization model.

C. Transformations of the PREDIS/MHI hinge model to the
MILP anticipative model

To provide a discretized linear model to MILP solver in
order to compute an optimized anticipative plan of PREDIS-
/MHI, the first required transformation is the time discretiza-
tion. Based on a daily period plan, the time is discretized into
24 sampling steps of 1 hour. It means that there is one best

Fig. 7: CO2 Zone binary model after the ODE transformation
process

appliances and envelope configuration each hour knowing as
the nth configuration is computed based on the nth-1 one.
Indeed, this dependence comes from the ODE transformation
into recurrent equations that describe the system evolution.
To do it, the time discretization class multiply 24 times each
constraint of hinge model with time index ranging from 0 to
23. The ODE implementation of CO2 zone at 5th time step is
given by figure 7.

Non derivative constraints are also multiplied by 24 times
but they do not describe the system evolution, consider for
instance the constraint AirUnit.AirFlow = coef×AirUnit.QAir

:
AirUnit.AirFlow[0] = coef×AirUnit.QAir[0]
AirUnit.AirFlow[1] = coef×AirUnit.QAir[1]
...
AirUnit.AirFlow[23] = coef×AirUnit.QAir[23]

Hence, the number of constraints of PREDIS/MHI hinge
model increases 24 times after this transformation. The last
important transformation rule consists in linearising all non-
linear terms inside constraints of hinge model. Firstly, all of
nonlinear terms are detected by a nonlinear search process.
Once they are detected, the nature of each term is checked
before being linearised. Indeed, each nonlinear term including
the product between a binary with a continuous, the production
between a binary with a binary, the equivalence between
2 variables, the absolute value and so on corresponds to
one specific linearization pattern. Let’s linearize the binary-
continuous product : CO2Zone.QBreath×CO2Zone.occupancy
in the CO2 zone model where occupancy is 0 whenever there
is nobody or 1 otherwise. In this case, a temporal variable,
denoted z, is used for replacing the considered term in the
corresponding constraint as given by figure 8.
In order to keep the same meaning of the nonlinear term,

hinge model adds four new constraints resulting of this binary-
continuous product linearisation pattern transformation:
z 4 ≤ CO2Zone.occupancy 4× sup(CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
z 4 ≥ CO2Zone.occupancy 4× inf (CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
z 4 ≤ CO2Zone.QBreath 4-(1-CO2Zone.occupancy 4)
× inf (CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
z 4 ≥ CO2Zone.QBreath 4-(1-CO2Zone.occupancy 4)
× sup(CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
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Fig. 8: CO2 Zone binary model after the first linearisation
process

where: sup and inf are respectively the value max and the
value min of a variable value domain. This linearisation pattern
represents exactly the considered binary-continuous product
because:

• if occupancy 4 = 1:
z 4 ≤ sup(CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
z 4 ≥ inf (CO2Zone.QBreath 4)
z 4 ≤ CO2Zone.QBreath 4
z 4 ≥ CO2Zone.QBreath 4
In this case, the two first constraints are always true
so they can be eliminated. The last two constraints
make it possible to take into account the real values of
CO2Zone.QBreath 4.

• if occupancy 4 = 0:
z 4 ≤ 0
z 4 ≥ 0
when there is nobody in the classroom, it means that the
QBreath is equal to 0, too.

Once all the nonlinear terms are linearized, the optimized
anticipative plan model is obtained.

D. Transformation of the PREDIS/MHI hinge model to the
fast simulated annealing optimization model

Building energy management is decomposed into two steps:
finding a global optimal solution that is a 24h strategy for
envelop configuration and usage of appliances, and then in-
teracting with occupants to adjust the global optimal solution
taking into account updated occupant preferences and con-
straints such as ”shutters have to be open during the morning”.
The MILP optimization can be handled by a computer in a
datacenter but the optimizations to be performed interactively
have to be performed as fast as possible to avoid time latency
(practically a distant MILP optimization requires about 2 min-
utes). Therefore another optimization approach has been used
based on a simulated annealing (SA) process [14] [15]. It is a
simple optimization algorithm that can be easily programmed
for a tablet. Moreover, it can manage real multi-objective
(dissatisfaction and cost) optimization. Nevertheless, SA is not
powerful enough to solve the building energy management
anticipative problem starting for zero. The MILP approach
is used to provide an initial ”good” solution (constraints and
preferences have changed). MILP can also be used at the
end of the SA optimization to get the global optimum but
it requires about 2 minutes.

In order to handle the simulated annealing process, a causal
ordering has to be performed in order to get a problem looking
like:

Y = f(X);X ∈ Rm, Y ∈ Rn

X � 0
Y � 0

where � stands for comparative operators.
Therefore, transforming the hinge nonlinear model of PRE-

DIS/MHI into the SA application starts by distinguishing
equality constraints from inequalities. Then, equalities have
to be reorganized to be solved. A Dulmage-Mendelsohn de-
composition [16] has been done in the same way that it is
done in Modelica [17]. It reorganized an incidence matrix
into an upper block triangular matrix using the Hopcroft-
Karp bipartite maximum matching search algorithm, which is
O((|V | + |E|)3.5) where V and E are respectively variables
and equality constraints. Then, the presence of an under-
determined set is searched to check whether the problem can
be solved or not. Finally, the presence of an over-determined
part is also searched: it should be empty otherwise contradic-
tions may occur between over-determined variables. Whenever
it has been checked that the under and over-determined sets are
empty, the equality constraints can be reorganized according
to the upper-triangular just-determined part of the incidence
matrix of equality constraints. Generally, in building energy
management, the reorganized matrix is strictly upper trian-
gular with no block on the diagonal but sometimes blocks
may appear. In this case, the transformation cannot be fully
automatized because there is no general process to solve
implicit systems of nonlinear equations. Generally speaking,
the transformation can be fully automatized whether:

1) the system does not contain an under-determined part:
data are missing for causal ordering

2) the system does not contain an over-determined part: the
system is over-constrained i.e. model has to be rechecked

3) the system does not contain implicit nonlinear subsystem
to solve

Actually, because the two first points are not frequent, the
third one is the most problematic ones and it may involve
specific solving for highly connected equation subsystems.

The study case PREDIS/MHI described in section II
has been transmitted to Dulmage-Mendelsohn algorithm.
inputs corresponds to variables restricted to single values.
In this case the equality equations lead to just determined
system. It means that the solution for causality exists and
the problem has exactly one solution. The problem can
be resolved automatically: outputs values can be deduced
directly from inputs. The inputs will be adjusts by SA to
satisfy inequality constraints while minimizing objective.
Giac symbolic mathematical system is used to reformulate
constraints and solve them in order to carry out the SA process.
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Simulated annealing use this model as simulation problem
to optimize a part of its inputs according to an objective
computed iteratively. A part of inputs are imposed as param-
eters and others as degrees of freedom to be optimized. The
simulated annealing algorithm chooses the new value for each
degree of freedom randomly. A variable called Temperature
is updated for each iteration of the program, it decreases
exponentially. The optimization process keeps in memory the
chosen values of degrees of freedom from the last iteration. If
the new values improve the objective, these new values replace
the old ones in memory. If the new values worsen the objective,
they can replace or no the old values in the memory according
to the results of this condition:

proba > exp(−δ/temperature)

where:
proba: a random value generated by random method.
δ: the difference between the old and the new objective

value.
temperature: a variable that decreases exponentially

during the evolution of the algorithm.

To avoid repetitions in values instantiation, a tabu list is
added in the algorithm. For each random choice, the tabu list
is checked before validation of this new value.

The simulated annealing optimization supports the inter-
actions with occupants. The hinge model used in MILP
optimization and the SA optimization is the same but the
differences are in variables considering as degrees of freedom
for solvers. In Milp optimization, degrees of freedom are
fixed by expert when the transformation from hinge model
to applicative model are done. In SA optimization, occupants
choose the variables that they want to change according to their
personal requirements interactively. The rest of the variables
are for the results of Milp optimization. and the initial values
of their variables are taken from MILP-optimization results.
The requirements of occupants can be expressed as additional
constraint on variables.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

A model transformation methodology based on MDE ap-
proach is proposed aiming to automatically generate appli-
cation models in Building Energy Management. The core
specifications to build a hinge model and transform it into
application models are defined. A prototyped software has
been developed for PREDIS/MHI platform to validate the
proposed approach. It has been shown that the proposed
approach can be advantageously in BEMS problem where
two kinds of optimization are presented: an initial global
MILP optimization and several SA fast optimization to support
interaction with occupants. It is under development to handle
other kinds of application including simulation, parameters
estimation and so on in order to get a better efficiency in
Building Energy Management.
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